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Summary

In complex systems, such as nuclear power plants (NPPs) or airplane control

systems, human errors play a major role in many accidents. Therefore, to prevent an

occurrence of accidents or to ensure system safety, extensive effort has been spent to

identify significant factors that can affect/cause human errors. According to related

studies, written manuals or operating procedures are revealed as one of the most

important factors in aviation and manufacturing industries [4, 5], In case of NPPs, the

importance of procedures is more salient than other industries because not only over

50% of human errors were due to procedures [6] but also about 18% of accidents were

caused by the failure of following procedures [5]. In addition, complexity or

understandability of a procedure is pointed out as one of the major reasons that make

these kinds of procedure-related errors [4-7]. Therefore, many qualitative checklists are

suggested to ensure the appropriateness of steps included in EOPs. However, since these

qualitative evaluations have some drawbacks, a quantitative measure that can roughly

estimate the complexity of EOP steps is imperative to compensate for them.

In this paper, a method to evaluate the complexity of an EOP step is developed

based on entropy measures that have been used in the software engineering. Based on

them, step complexity (SC) measure that can evaluate step complexity from various

viewpoints (such as the amount of information/operators actions included in each EOP

step, and the logic structure of each EOP step) was developed.

To verify the suitableness of the SC measure, estimated SC scores are compared

with subjective evaluation results obtained from the NASA-TLX (task load index)

method and averaged step performance time obtained from a full scope simulator. From

these comparisons, it was observed that estimated SC values statistically agree with the

NASA-TLX scores and averaged step performance time data. Thus, it could be

concluded that the developed SC measure can be used for evaluating step complexity

included in EOPs.
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1. Introduction

In complex systems, such as nuclear power plants (NPPs) or airplane control

systems, human errors play a major role in many accidents. For example, it was

reported that about 70% of aviation accidents are due to human errors [1], and that

approximately 28% of accidents in process industries are caused by human errors [2]. In

addition, it was pointed out that from 50% to 70% of the risk at nuclear facilities was

because of human errors [3]. Therefore, to prevent an occurrence of accidents or to

ensure system safety, extensive effort has been spent to identify significant factors that

can affect/cause human errors. According to related studies, written manuals or operating

procedures are revealed as one of the most important factors in aviation and

manufacturing industries [4, 5]. In case of NPPs, the importance of procedures is more

salient than other industries because not only over 50% of human errors were due to

procedures [6] but also about 18% of accidents were caused by the failure of following

procedures [5]. In addition, complexity or understandability of a procedure is pointed

out as one of the major reasons that make these kinds of procedure-related errors [4-7].

Therefore, the importance of these procedures has been accentuated to ensure the safety

of NPPs.

In NPPs, emergency operating procedures (EOPs) have been widely used to enhance

the safety of NPPs through a reduction of operators' workload under emergencies. EOPs,

however, still have a drawback because operators must perform required tasks (that were

composed of several steps) to restore process disturbances as well as various other tasks

to maintain plant safety functions in parallel [8]. Thus, EOPs may burden operators in

emergencies because they not only have to monitor related symptoms, but also to

understand the contents of steps to be carried out [9-11]. To cope with this problem,

requirements such that "EOPs should be prepared so that the operators can easily and

clearly understand the context," or "EOPs will be designed so that operators tasks can

be accomplished within an acceptable workload or task performance time" are

emphasized during their development/improvement [12, 13].



Traditionally, a lot of guidelines or checklists have been used to investigate the

suitableness of EOPs [24, 14, 15, 16]. However, although the evaluation of EOPs using

them has many advantages such as ease of use, it may be insufficient because of two

reasons. Firstly, evaluation results obtained from checklists would be subjective because

they can be changed by experience or knowledge level of inspection personnel.

Secondly, it is ambiguous whether EOPs are designed so that the operators can easily

understand the contents of steps (i.e., what to be done), because many of them focused

on the format of EOPs (such as sentence structure and vocabulary that used for task

descriptions). For example, in case of a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) event, the

operators should enter a SGTR procedure and perform many steps to accomplish tasks

such as isolating ruptured steam generator (SG) and depressurizing reactor coolant

system (RCS), within limited time period [17, 18]. In this situation, let us assume that

these steps satisfy all kinds of evaluation guidelines or checklists. Nevertheless, it is still

uncertain that whether the operators can clearly and easily understand the contents of a

procedure or not, because results from the checklists cannot provide objective and

quantitative estimations for the complexity or understandability of EOPs.

In order to compensate for these drawbacks, the requirement such that "the validity

of developed EOPs should be certified through a mock-up test and walk-through" is

also emphasized during their development/improvement. However, since these validity

evaluations require time-consuming activities, it is difficult to perform them frequently

and thoroughly. Thus, if there is a technique that can quantitatively estimate the

complexity of EOPs before a mock-up test and walk-through then these time-consuming

activities will be drastically reduced.

In this study, a method to quantify the step complexity (SC) of a step is developed

based on entropy measures that have been used to evaluate software complexity in

software engineering. The SC measure consists of three sub-measures that can quantify

the complexity of a step from various viewpoints, such as the amount of information,

the number of actions included in a step and the logic structure of a step.

To verify the appropriateness of the SC measure, estimated SC scores are compared

with both subjective workload scores obtained from the NASA-TLX (task load index)



technique and averaged step performance time data obtained from a full scope simulator.

These comparisons were performed as follows.

Firstly, some steps that belong to the LOCA (loss of coolant accident) procedure of

the reference plant A (Westinghouse type) and B (Combustion Engineering type) were

selected and analyzed to calculate SC scores of them. After that, NASA-TLX scores for

the LOCA steps (both the reference plant A and B) were obtained and compared with

estimated SC scores. The total number of subjects who participated in the NASA-TLX

evaluation was 26 and all of them have worked for the reference plant A or reference

plant B. Furthermore, they have more than 10 years of MCR (main control room)

operation experience.

Secondly, step performance time data for several steps included in the SGTR (steam

generator tube rupture), the LOCA (loss of coolant accident), the ESDE (excess steam

dump event) and the OTC (once-through cooling) procedure of the reference plant B are

obtained through protocol analyses of emergency training records. Record collection

period was from September 1999 to July 2000. During this period total 48 records were

collected. Based on these data, averaged step performance time data were also compared

with the estimated SC scores.

As a result, it was shown that SC scores reasonably agreed with the NASA-TLX

scores. In addition, SC scores and averaged step performance time data show a

statistically meaningful correlation. Thus, it can be concluded that developed SC measure

can be used to quantify the complexity of a step included in EOPs.

The remainder of this report is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes

characteristics of EOPs and major factors that make the performance of EOPs

complicated. Chapter 3 presents the entropy measures used to quantify software

complexity as well as an application of these entropy measures to develop the SC

measure. In Chapter 4, validation effort to ensure the appropriateness of the SC measure

are explained. Finally, discussions related to the validation tests and conclusions of this

study will be stated in Chapter 5.



2. Overview for EOPs

In this chapter, we will investigate important characteristics of EOPs in detail to

provide background information that may be indispensible for quantifying the complexity

of EOPs.

2.1 Overall structure of EOPs

Generally, emergency events of NPPs can be divided into two categories [17, 18].

The first category includes design basis accidents (DBAs) that can be ascertained by

recognizing its correlated symptoms from various indicators and recent operating history.

When an accurate diagnosis is done for these events, it is highly desirable to provide

appropriate EOPs that are prepared and sequenced to mitigate the events strategically. In

addition, it is possible to write EOPs to optimize the recovery sequence (i.e. to

minimize the release of radioactive materials or to reduce the risk of core damage, and

so on), because these types of events, such as the LOCA (loss of coolant accident) and

the SGTR (steam generator tube rupture), are well understood.

In the case of emergency events that belong to the second category, it is almost

impossible to accurately identify them because they are previously unanalyzed and have

a very complex nature. The events included in this category are multiple events (i.e.,

two or more DBAs or failures occur at the same time) or instrumentation failures that

distort the correct symptom picture. A typical example is the OTC (once-through

cooling) operation, which is also known as the feed and breed (F&B) operation.

To cope with both categories of events, EOPs consist of optimal recovery guidelines

(ORPs) for the first category events and functional restoration guidelines (FRPs) for the

second category events including many steps that describe detailed operators' actions to

be done. In general, ORPs provide optimized remedial procedures to lead the plant to

safe shutdown, whereas FRPs provide operators with direct restoration procedures that

are independent of the specific events. Fig. 1 shows overall structure of EOPs of the



reference plant B [17].
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Figure 1. Overall structure of EOPs

It is noted that EOP structures may be slightly different with respect to the kinds of

EOPs. For example, in the case of EOPs in the reference plant A. a transition from

ORPs to FRPs is possible or vice versa. However, in the case of reference plant B,

only a directional transition from ORPs to FRPs is allowed. In addition, when the

initiating diagnosis is not confirmed, EOPs of the reference plant A require the

operators to diagnose again, until it can be obviously identified. On the other hand, in

case of the reference plant B, the operators should transfer to FRPs if diagnosis is not

confirmed and they cannot return to ORPs.

Whether a directional transition is allowed or not, EOPs has its own difficulty

because the operators must check the required symptoms to transfer from one ORP to



another ORP or from an ORP to a FRP. This means that operators should perform

many actions related to the restoration of process disturbances and checking various

parameters to monitor the plant safety functions in parallel [8, 19]. Thus, operators have

to pay attention to various parameters, not only to perform current the steps but also to

check plant safety functions.

2.2 The relationship between steps and the operators' tasks

during emergencies

As explained in Section 2.1, ORPs and FRPs that contain many steps have been

provided with the operators. Here, to explain how these procedures can be developed, it

is needed to understand the relationship between the operators tasks and steps in EOPs.

Under emergencies, the operators tasks that have to be achieved to cope with them can

be determined from various analysis results such as trend analyses of major plant

parameters. For example, in case of a LOCA, major parameters and trends of them can

be summarized as follows.

o decreasing pressurizer level (or losing RCS coolant inventory)

o decreasing pressurizer pressure

o decreasing subcooling margin

o increasing containment (CTMT) pressure

o increasing CTMT temperature

o increasing radioactivity level in CTMT, and so on.

Therefore, when a LOCA occurred, the operators' tasks can be determined on the

basis of "how these parameters are maintained/restored within acceptable limits?" and

detailed operators' actions to achieve these tasks can be also described in the form of

steps. This concept is clearly understood from Fig. 2 that shows the LOCA recovery

strategy chart of the reference plant B [17].
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Figure 2. The LOCA strategy chart and related steps of the reference plant B

As shown in Fig. 2, the LOCA procedure of the reference plant B consists of many

steps that include detailed operators' actions to be done, and these steps can be grouped

into several task blocks to realize the operators' tasks of the LOCA strategy chart, such

as maximizing safety injection flow into RCS in order to compensate for losing RCS

coolant inventory. Under this structure, it can be recognized that the operators' tasks

included in each procedure means as a set of steps that describe detailed operators'

actions to be done.

2.3 Logic structure of a step included in EOPs

Traditionally, steps included in EOPs have been written in a two-column format as

shown in Fig. 2. Here, the left column (entitled by "Instructions") means the expected

plant responses and the right column (entitled by "Contingency Actions") means

operators' actions that should be carried out if the conditions on the left column are not

met. Thus, the operators are expected to move down and carry out actions in the left

column if the expected responses are obtained. In addition, if the recommended actions



in the right column cannot be accomplished, operators are expected to proceed to the

remaining actions in the left column unless specific actions are not recommended in the

right column. According to the above execution sequences, steps in EOPs are considered

to be one of the four types of logic structures that are shown in Fig. 3. However,

detailed explanations for them are skipped here because they are already given in Ref.

[20].

( Action J

TypeB

Figure 3. Logic structure for steps included in EOPs

2.4 Floating steps

Another important characteristic of EOPs is a floating step that is also called as a

continuous action step. As described in Section 2.3, steps in EOPs are usually

performed systematically along with predetermined order/sequence. However, some steps

may be performed at any time and at any step [17, 18, 21]. In other words, continuous

action steps are so important for plant safety and component protection that they need

continuous monitoring. Therefore, operators simultaneously perform steps not only what

they carrying out but also required continuous action steps to decide whether their

functions/conditions are satisfied or not. If a continuous action step is not successful,



the operators perform the actions described in it immediately. These continuous action

steps can be unique based on various considerations, such as safety, economy, accident

management strategies, component protection strategies, and design characteristics of

NPPs.

2.5 Complexity factors that makes the performance of EOPs

complicated

First of all, to recognize what is a good procedure, including EOPs, some requisite

features that should be considered to develop a good procedure are summarized as

shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Important features that should be considered to develop a good procedure

Aviation
Industry

Nuclear
Industry

Features
1. The approved procedures must include each item

necessary for flight crew members to check for
safety before starting engines, take off, landing and
in engine and system emergencies.

2. The procedure must be designed so that a flight
crew member will not need to rely on his memory
for items to be checked.

3. The approved procedures must be readily useable
in the cockpit of each aircraft and the flight crew
shall follow them when operating the aircraft.

1. Written materials are available as needed.
2. Written material is presented in understandable

formats.
1. EOPs should be technically accurate.
2. EOPs should be complete with regard to

information needs of the operators.
3. EOPs should be understandable, i.e., format,

vocabulary and sentence structure must present
procedural content in a way that is readily
comprehensible at the time the procedure is used.

1. The procedures can be carried out by the operators
without any undue difficulties, i.e. the procedures
must not induce a task overload.

2. The procedures are presented hence structured
such that they are easy to understand and follow.

Suggested from

National
Transportation

Safety
Board (U.S.)

Research results
obtained from
field survey

Nuclear
Regulatory
Committee

(U.S.)

Research results to
develop guidelines
for computerized
presentation of
EOPs (Japan)

Reference

[22]

[4]

[16]

[23]



From Table 1, it can be seen that they pointed out some common features such as:

1) accurate descriptions, 2) the provision of complete sets of information that is needed

to perform a procedure and 3) understandability/complexity (i.e., do not provide

complicated procedures).

Under the above characteristics, the major factors that make performance of the

EOPs complicated are pointed out from many documents [20, 24-30]. These factors are

obtained from operating experience and research results including nuclear power plants,

chemical plants and aviation industries. Table 2 shows the summarized results.

Table 2. Identified factors that make EOPs complicated

Reference

[25, 29]

[20, 27]

[24]

[28]

[30]

[26]

Identified factor

o The amount of information needed to perform a step

o Complex/irrelevant logic structure of a step

o The amount of information needed to perform a step
o Step size (the number of actions included in a step)

o The amount of information needed to perform a step
o Complex/irrelevant logic structure

o Step size (the number of check items)

o Step size (the depth due to sub-tasks included in a
given task)

Obtained from

Nuclear Power Plants

Aviation Industries
(Airplane Cockpits)

Chemical Plants

Although there are many other factors that are not included in Table 2, it is

reasonable to say that the major factors are the amount of required information to

perform a step, the number of actions included in a step and the logic structure of a

step. Here, it is clear that an increase in the number of continuous action steps will

increase the step complexity, even if the current performing step is very easy. For

example, if there is a continuous action step then operators should check the required

information that not only belongs to the current step but which also belongs to the

continuous action step. However, this actually results in the increase of complexity of

the current step such as an increase in the amount of information or the number of

actions to be performed. Therefore, step complexity due to continuous action steps is

not explicitly included in this study.
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3. Development of the step complexity measure

As mentioned in Section 2.5, three factors that make the performance of EOPs

complicated are identified. Therefore, a theoretical basis that can quantify these factors

is requisite to develop the step complexity measure. To satisfy this requirement, a

software complexity measure is introduced in this study.

3.1 Introduction to software complexity measures

For computer systems, the complexity of associated software is one of the important

factors in determining the reliability of these systems. Therefore, many kinds of

measures have been suggested to quantify software complexity through the software life

cycle [31-35].

Generally, software complexity measures can be divided into two kinds: one is

quantifying a source code based on textual analysis and the other is based on structural

(or graph) analysis [36]. Some of frequently cited software complexity measures can be

summarized as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Typical software complexity measures

Textual

Structural

Measure

Halstead's E measure

McCabe's v(G) measure

Entropy measure

Reference

[34, 37, 38, 45, 49, 50]

[35, 37, 38, 45, 49, 50]

[39-45]

It should be emphasized that one of the purposes of these measures is to evaluate

the understandability of a source code, because one of the major factors affecting it is

software maintainability [46-51]. For example, let us assume a perfect source code that

does not have any faults or logical errors. Nevertheless, if a source code is difficult to

understand, an increase of costs and/or of failure potential during maintenance is then

inevitable. Several factors such as complex logic, the many variables included in a code

II



and lengthy codes could interfere with the understanding of the program context by

maintenance personnel.

3.2 Paradigm comparison between the software complexity

and the step complexity evaluation

As mentioned in Section 3.1, software complexity measures try to quantify the

degree of complexity that disturbs the context understanding of a source code by

maintenance personnel. This situation can be applied to the evaluation of EOPs because

EOPs and the operators can be regarded as source codes and maintenance personnel,

respectively. This similarity may become clear from Fig. 4.

Objects
to be understood

Understood by To perform.

Source Code n

1LJ
Source Code 2

Source Code 1
)

w

Maintenance
Personnel

< >

)
V

Software
Maintenance

Source Codes Understanding of context maybe interfered due to
1. Complex logic of source codes
2. A lot of variables included in source codes
3. Large amount of source codes to be understood

EOP for accident n
M EOP for accident 2

L EOP for accident 1

Emergency
Operating Procedures

)
V

Control Room
Operators

Understanding of context
1. Complex logic structure
2. A lot of information inct
3. Lengthv steps

)

may be interfered
of steps
uded in steps

Emergency
Operation

due to

Figure 4. Paradigm comparison between the software complexity and the step complexity

evaluation

For example, let us assume a procedure that is written so perfect that all of the

required steps to treat the process disturbances are well prepared. Nevertheless, the

operators can make a mistake if they are described by complex logic. In this study,

12



because many review activities to minimize the omission of required steps have been

carried out during the development of EOPs, it is assumed that all the required steps to

treat process disturbances are already included [52]. Thus, software complexity measures

can be proposed in order to quantify the complexity the EOP steps.

Here, it should be noted that the parallelism between software maintenance personnel

and the control room operators is not entirely analogous. For example, maintenance

personnel perform debugging under conditions with very little stress, while the control

room operators have limited time to perform the required steps (i.e., time pressure). In

addition, the immediacy of understanding and speed of information processing are much

more stringent on control room operators. Nevertheless, for the point that both software

maintenance and emergency operations consider similar factors that make them

complicated, software complexity measures are introduced in this study.

3.3 Measure selection to quantify the complexity of a step

To select an appropriate measure for quantifying step complexity, the measures

shown in Table 3 were investigated. For the first candidate, Halstead's E measure is

considered. This measure was proposed as an absolute measure for software complexity

because it considers the number of mental discriminations based on the types and

frequencies of operators and operands. In other words, a source code that has a high E

value requires more effort for programmers or maintenance personnel, because they

should distinguish various types of operators and operands to understand a program

context. Although there are critical arguments about Halstead's E measure [53, 54], it

has been reported that this measure generally agreed with field experiences, at the same

time [40, 55]. Table 4 shows an example of calculating E value. However, it seems

inappropriate for the evaluation of EOPs. Table 5 can explain this problem.

Table 5 shows some examples of inconsistent descriptions. For example, let us

consider three operators' actions, such as "start XX pump," "run XX pump" and

"operate XX pump." For a human operator, although "start," "run" and "operate"

describe operators' actions differently, they has the same meaning such as "start XX

13



pump." Nevertheless, they are considered different operators in Halstead's E measure.

Thus, Halstead's E measure is only meaningful in such a case that operators or

operands are predefined and consistently used.

Table 4. An example of calculating Halstead's E measure

Textual

IF (A
THEN

A =
ELSE

A =

III =

N, =
N2 =

Program

= 0)

B;

C;

Operator

=

( )

THEN

ELSE

IF

2/7;

the number of unique
the number of unique

total frequency of opei
total frequency of opei

Frequency

2

3

1

1

1

1

-log2(/7.

operators
operands
ators =
ands =

Operand

A

B

C

Frequency

3

1

1

+ 77,) = 221.9

= 6
= 3

9
5

Table 5. An example of step descriptions in EOPs

Object

Valve

Component

Step descriptions in EOPs

0 Close XX valve, Block XX valve
0 Align XX valve, Arrange XX valve

oTrip XX, Stop XX
0 Start XX, Operate XX, Run XX

For the second one, McCabe's v(G) measure is investigated. McCabe's v(G) measure

can evaluate software complexity as follows. Firstly, a source code was analyzed to

construct a directed graph that has unique entry and exit node. Each node in a graph

corresponds to a block in a source code where the control flow is sequential, and the

arcs correspond to branches taken in a source code (this graph is known as the

program control graph). Secondly, using the program control graph, software complexity

can be calculated by a simple equation.

Similar to Halstead's E measure, there are many critical arguments about McCabe's

v(G) measure, and previous research results have shown that there is quite reasonable

14



relationship between v(G) and programmers' performance [40, 54]. However, the most

critical drawback is that this measure can not fully reflect the nesting level of a source

code [42]. In software engineering, it is believed that the nesting level of a program

control graph has a significant impact on the software complexity because the nested

structures are more complicated than the structures that are not nested. In addition, it is

natural that this consideration can be applied to the case of EOPs. Therefore, McCabe's

v(G) measure seems to be irrelevant for step complexity evaluation.

According to the above reasons, the entropy measure is finally selected to evaluate

step complexity. Traditionally, the entropy concept has been widely adopted in various

research areas, since it can represent a degree of complexity. In software engineering,

the entropy concept has also been used to evaluate software complexity [40, 41]

because many graphic representation techniques, such as program control graphs, have

been used to analyze or to understand the characteristics of a source code [36, 39, 42].

The entropy definition of a graph can be founded in Mowshowitz's work [56].

According to it, there are two kinds of entropy measures for a graph. They are called

the chromatic information content (or the first order entropy) and the structural

information content (or the second order entropy).

For example, in the case of a program control graph, the first order entropy can

evaluate the regularity of the program control logic, and the second order entropy can

evaluate the number of hierarchical levels (or size) of a given program control graph

[40, 41, F]. To explain the characteristics of the first and the second order entropy,

basic concepts are described using arbitrary program control graphs G and G' shown in

Fig. 5.

To calculate the first order entropy, the classes of nodes are classified based on their

in- and out-degree as they appear in a program control graph. If nodes that have the

same in- and out-degree exist, then they are considered equivalent classes. Therefore, a

graph that consists of many equivalent nodes will tend to have lower entropy. In other

words, if control logic has some kind of regularity then the program context could be

understand more easily, and this regularity can be represented by the first order entropy.

Based on the above classification scheme, the identified classes of the graph G and G'
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in Fig. 5 are shown in Table 6.

< V
\ J

G G1

Figure 5. Arbitrary program control graphs

Table 6. Identified classes for the first order entropy of the graph G and G'

Graph

In

0

1

2

2

Out

2

1

2

0

G

Node

{a}

{b, c, e, f}

{d}

{g}

Class

/

II

III

IV

V

Graph

In

0

1

1

2

2

Out

2

1

2

1

0

h

Entropy = H = -^T p{Aj) • log2 /?(/!,)

Ai

h

P(Ai)

1=1

= identified classes in a graph

= the number of identified classes

= estimated probability of Aj

the number of nodes in A;

total number of nodes in a graph

G'

Node

{a}

{b, d, e}

{c}

{f}

{g}

For example, all nodes included in the graph G fall into the following classes: {a},

{b, c, e, f}, {d} and {g}. Thus, the number of classes denoted by h is four. In

addition, the probabilities of class I, II, III and IV are 1/7, 4/7, 1/7 and 1/7,

respectively. Similarly, for the graph G', h and the probabilities of each class can be
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obtained. From these values, the first order entropy of the graph G and G' can be

calculated as follows.

The first order entropy of the graph G = H'G

= |(jlog:y) + (|log,|) + (ilog,i) + (ilog2y) | = 1.664

The first order entropy of the graph G' =

5

g2y)+(ilog2i) 1 = 2.1281. 1-

As expected, the first order entropy of graph G is smaller than that of the graph G'

because the former is more regular than the later.

The second order entropy can be similarly calculated, except for the class

identification scheme. For the second order entropy, nodes are considered to be

equivalent if they have the same number and type of neighbors within one arc distance.

This classification scheme means that the amount of information that is needed to

describe each node position can be represented by the second order entropy. In other

words, in the case of an asymmetrical graph, the number of classes for the second

order entropy will increase because each node position becomes more unique [41].

Furthermore, when the size of a graph is enlarged, the number of classes increases

because the asymmetry of the graph will generally increase. Therefore, the secondary'

entropy can be used to represent the amount of required information to understand a

graph. For example, Table 7 shows the identified classes of graph G and G to calculate

the secondary order entropy.
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Table 7. Identified classes for the second order entropy of graph G and G'

Graph G

Node

(a)
{b, c}

{d}

{e, f}

(g>

Neighbor nodes

{b, c}

{a, d}

{b, c, e, f}

{d. g}
(e, f}

Class

/

II

III

IV

V

VI

Graph G1

Node

{a}

(b}

{0}

id, e}

{f}

{g}

Neighbor nodes

{b, c}

{a, g}
{a, d, e}

{c, 0
{d, e, g}

{b, f}

Again, the second order entropy of the graph G and G' can be calculated as follows.

(ylog, | ) + (|log2

= "[(ylog, i) + (|log2

= 2.521

1) + (^l

1) I = 2.236

i) + (|log21) + (Ilog3 y) + (jlog2 i)

As expected from Fig. 5, the second order entropy of the graph G is smaller than

that of graph G' because of the symmetry of graph G.

In software engineering, these entropy measures were also used to evaluate data

records or structures of a source code because they can be characterized by a

hierarchical graph including nodes and directed arcs (the hierarchical graph that

represents the data structure was called a data structure graph). In the data structure

graph, the nodes mean data entities and the arcs indicate a relationship between the

nodes. In addition, the successor nodes represent the different data fields within their

predecessor nodes, and the base level of a graph represents the base data type such as

real, integer, character, Boolean or other user defined data types [41, 43]. For example,

Table 8 shows an arbitrary data record and its data structure graph.
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Table 8. An example of a data structure graph

Mass

X :

Len

Side

END

Data Record
= RECORD

Array of integer

: Integer

: Boolean

Data

( Array

X
( Integer

V y

Structure Graph

( Mass j

\ Mntegcr\ /Boolean \
J { (Len) J \ (Side) I

X

)

Based on a data structure graph, its complexity can be calculated by the first order

and second order entropy. The meaning of the first and the second order entropy for a

data structure graph is equivalent to that of a program control graph. That is, the first

and the second order entropy can be used to evaluate the regularity and size of a data

structure graph, respectively. However, the first order entropy is less meaningful in the

case of a data structure graph, because the complexity of a data structure graph may be

significantly affected by "the size" of it.

3.4 Step complexity quantification

In Section 2.5, it is noted that steps included in EOPs become complicated due to

the amount of required information to perform a step, logic structure and the size of a

step. To quantify these factors, steps are analyzed to get two kinds of graphs that

represent the information (namely an information structure graph) and the logic structure

(namely an action control graph) to perform each step. These graphs are very similar to

the graphs used in software engineering, such as a data structure graph and a program

control graph. To explain the evaluation scheme, Table 9 that shows some of the steps

in the LOCA procedure of reference plant A may be needed.

For each step, required information and operators' actions can be obtained from

background materials [17, 18] and interviews of human experts such as SRO (senior

reactor operator). For example, Table 10 shows required information and operators'
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actions that are needed to perform step 9.0.

Table 9. Some steps included the LOCA procedure of the reference plant A

Actions or Expected plant response

2.0 Check if steam generators (SGs) are not faulted.

2.1 Check pressure in all SGs

1) No SG pressure decreasing

2) No SG completely depressurized

Response not obtained

2.1 Transfer to "faulted SG

Isolation" procedure

•
•
•

9.0 Check if residual heat removal (RHR) pumps

should be stopped.

9.1 Check reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure

• Pressure - Greater than 17kg(/cm2

(38 kg/cm2 for adverse containment)

• Pressure - Stable or Increasing

9.2 Reset safety injection (SI)

SB-HS-101

• SB-HS-201

9.3 Stop RHR pumps

10.0 Check RCS and SG pressure

10.1 Check SG pressure - Stable or Increasing

10.2 Check RCS pressure - Stable or Increasing

11.0 Check if diesel generators should be stopped.

11.1 Verify AC emergency busses

- Energized by offsite power

11.2 Stop any unloaded diesel generators

1) Perform step 11.0

2) Perform step 10.0

11.1 Energize offsite power

Table 10. Required information and operators' actions to perform step 9.0

Required information

Process
Variables

Control
Information

o Containment pressure : P
o Containment radiation alarm:

Boolean
o RCS pressure : Trend of P

o SI reset switch : Array of
Boolean

o RHR pump reset switch: Array
of Boolean

Operators' actions

1. Determine if containment is adverse
2. Determine if RCS pressure>17kgf/cm2

3. Determine if RCS pressure>38kgf/cm2

4. Go to step 10.0
5. Determine if RCS pressure is stable

or increasing
6. Go to step 11.0
7. Reset SI switch
8. Stop RHR pumps
9. Go to next step
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To get information structure graph of "step 9.0", the base types of information are

determined based on the process variables such as T (temperature), P (pressure) and R

(radiation), etc. In addition, Boolean including "on/off," "start/stop," "open/close" is also

considered as a base type of information. For example, the operators should check the

containment radiation alarm and the containment pressure to determine whether the

containment is adverse or not. In addition, the operators should know control

information such as the name, number and type of control switches to perform "stop

RHR (residual heat removal) pumps" action. In this case, control information is "RHR

pump start switch" for the name, the number of switches is three and the control of

them is Boolean (on/off) type. Thus, control information for "stop RHR pumps" action

can be represented by array of Boolean because the description of control information is

"three RHR pump start switches that are controlled by Boolean type." In addition, in

case of "determine if RCS pressure is stable or increasing" action, required information

is "trend of P," because the operator may want to know a trend of RCS pressure.

Based on these results shown in Table 10, the information structure and the action

control graph are shown in Fig. 6, respectively.

Figure 6. The information structure graph and the action control graph for "step 9.0"

From Fig. 6, three kinds of complexity factors can be quantified. First, complexity
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due to the size of the information structure graph that will be called the step

information complexity (SIC) is given by:

SIC9.0 = the second order entropy of the information structure graph

= - | ] p(A,) log, p(A, ) = -Tl4 • (-^ log, —)] = 3.8074

Second, complexity due to the irregularity of the action control graph that will be

called the step logic complexity (SLC) is given:

SLC9.0 = the first order entropy of the action control graph

(-log,-)+ 3-(-log,-) =2.503

Finally, complexity due to the size of the action control graph that will be called the

step size complexity (SSC) is given:

SSC9.0 = the second order entropy of the action control graph

(-log, - ) + (-log, - ) = 2.948

Based on these values, complexity that will be called the step complexity (SC) of

the ith step is defined by the Euclidean norm, because it can be thought that the

increase of one of them will affect the complexity of the ith step. The SC score is

defined by:

SC9.0 = V(« • SICf+(P • SLC)2 + (r • sscy-

Here, the value of a, /? and 7 which mean the weighting factors for the SIC, the

SLC and the SSC, respectively.
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4. Validation of the step complexity measure

To validate the appropriateness of the SC measure that consists of three

sub-measures (such as the SIC, the SLC and the SSC), quantitative and qualitative

validations are performed.

4.1 Quantitative validations

To quantitatively validate the appropriateness of the SC measure, subjective and

objective validations are taken into consideration. These are: 1) comparison between the

SC scores and the results from the NASA-TLX technique and 2) comparison between

the SC scores and averaged step performance time data.

Before these comparisons, the weighting factors for the SIC, the SLC and the SSC

(i.e., a for the SIC, 0 for the SLC and y for the SSC) should be determined.

4.1.1 Determination of weighting factors

As mentioned in Section 3.4, the step complexity is defined by the Euclidean norm

of the weighted values of three sub-measures such as the SIC, the SLC and the SSC.

Thus, to quantify the step complexity of a step, weighting factors for each sub-measure

should be determined. However, because any experience or insight such as "how these

weighting factors can be determined?" is not known, the AHP (analytical hierarchy

process) method is adopted. The AHP is a method to decide the relative importance in

multi-criteria decision making, and it is very useful to structure problems that are

judged based on the knowledge or experience of the experts [57, 58].

MCR operators including ROs (reactor operators) and SROs (senior reactor operators)

who have the SRO license and have experienced MCR operations for more than 10

years participated in this determination. The total number of subjects is 26. Among

them, 20 subjects have worked for the reference plant A and the others have worked
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for reference plant B.

To apply the AHP method, all subjects are requested to grade relative weights (i.e.,

importance) among three factors that make steps complicated, such as the amount of

information (related to a), logic structure (related to /5) and the amount of operators'

actions included in a step (related to y). Based on these ratings, a, /? and y are

determined as 0.38, 0.32 and 0.3, respectively. Using these weighting factors, the step

complexity of each step was quantified.

4.1.2 Comparison between SC scores and results obtained

from the NASA-TLX technique

Over the past decade, several kinds of subjective assessment techniques were

proposed, and most of them concentrated on workload evaluation [59-65]. Despite that

the evaluation of tasks using subjective workload assessment techniques has been widely

argued in many different fields during this period, they have emerged as a primary

source of information about the operators' workload. Thus, to validate the

appropriateness of the SC measure, it is important to compare whether the quantified

results using the SC measure are proportional to the results obtained from a subjective

assessment technique.

Among several kinds of subjective assessment techniques, the NASA-TLX technique

was selected as the reference method because it is applicable when detailed and

diagnostic data are needed [65] and it can be used to support the general prediction

model for experienced workload [60].

The NASA-TLX technique evaluate subjects' workload using a weighted average of

ratings on six kinds of sub-scales (or dimensions), such as mental demands, physical

demands, temporal demands, own performance, effort and frustration [66]. At first, the

subjects are requested to identify the relative weighting (or importance) for the workload

based on their knowledge and experience about the queried steps. The subjects then

assess the needed workload for these six sub-scales to complete a given step using an
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arbitrary scale of 0-100.

To obtain results using the NASA-TLX technique, 13 steps and 12 steps included in

the LOCA procedure of the reference plant A and B were selected. The subjects who

participated in the determination of the weighting factors also participated in this

evaluation. Table 11 shows averaged NASA-TLX scores obtained from the subjects of

the reference plant A and B, respectively.

Table 11. Averaged NASA-TLX scores for some steps

Reference plant A

Step

A-l

A-2

A-3

A-4

A-5

A-6

A-7

A-8

A-9

A-10

A-ll

A-12

A-13

Average

51.3

63.2

56.3

72.3

57.1

70.4

69.4

56.9

71.1

53.6

70.6

55.1

49.2

Reference plant B

Step

B-l

B-2

B-3

B-4

B-5

B-6

B-7

B-8

B-9

B-10

B-ll

B-12

Average

73.9

73.4

72.0

85.0

62.8

53.2

83.1

60.6

64.0

58.4

33.2

66.9

It is noted that these averaged scores are meaningful because all of them

successfully passed the ICC (intra-class correlation) analysis that was suggested to

evaluate the inter-rater reliability [67, 68]. This analysis can evaluate the reliability of

results from subjective ratings, and a negative ICC result means zero reliability. Thus,

before averaging, ICC analyses are performed for the NASA-TLX results and Table 12

shows results from ICC analyses. From this table, it is clear that the NASA-TLX results

are reliable because all ICC analysis results have positive scores.

Comparison results between the averaged scores in Table 11 and SC scores are

shown in Table 13.
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Table 12. ICC analysis results for the NASA-TLX scores

Step

A-l

A-2

A-3

A-4

A-5

A-6

A-7

A-8

A-9

A-10

A-ll

A-12

A-13

ICC result

0.035

0.123

0.029

0.303

0.055

0.153

0.250

0.065

0.257

0.184

0.204

0.270

0.110

Step

B-l

B-2

B-3

B-4

B-5

B-6

B-7

B-8

B-9

B-10

B-ll

B-12

ICC result

0.628

0.474

0.637

0.222

0.412

0.666

0.139

0.423

0.330

0.660

0.334

0.679

Table 13. Comparison between averaged NASA-TLX results and SC scores

Reference plant A

Step

A-l

A-2

A-3

A-4

A-5

A-6

A-7

A-8

A-9

A-10

A-11

A-12

A-13

NASA-TLX

51.3

63.2

56.3

72.3

57.1

70.4

69.4

56.9

71.1

53.6

70.6

55.1

49.2

SC

1.879

2.111

1.968

2.493

1.799

2.104

2.202

1.852

2.065

1.963

2.166

1.920

1.809

Reference plant B

Step

B-l

B-2

B-3

B-4

B-5
B-6

B-7

B-8

B-9

B-10

B-ll

B-12

NASA-TLX

73.9

73.4

72.0

85.0

62.8

53.2

83.1

60.6

64.0

58.4

33.2

66.9

SC

2.277

2.210

2.023

3.071

1.802

1.607

2.834

2.352

2.484

1.413

1.200

1.936

Here, to help better understanding for the SC measure, two steps of the reference

plant B that have relatively high and low value on the SC scale are shown in Fig. 7.

As can be seen in Fig. 7, it is evident that B-l step has higher SC score than B-ll

step because B-l step is described by complicated logic, a lot of information and
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operators' actions.

Step

B-ll

B-1

Actions or Expected plant response

If containment pressure is less than
lOS.ScmHnO, then containment
emergency cooling fans may be shifted
to normal configuration.

Verify RCS heat removal by following:
1. SO level

(1) Determine if level of at least one
SGis maintained within 23.4 ~
90% (WR; wide range)

Or

(2) Determine if AFWfauxiliary feed
water) flowrate of at least one SG
is greater than 35 Us

And

Determine if level of one SG is
restoring into the range of 23.4 -
90% (WR)

2. Determine if RCS average temperature
is restoring into the range of 290 ~
299°C

3. Determine if SG pressure is
maintaining within the range of 16 ~
86kg/cm3

Response not obtained

1. If RCS average temperature is greater
than 299X2 then perform following:

(1) Restore at least one SG level
using main feed water or AFW
control valves.

(2) Maintain RCS average
temperature within the range of
290 ~ 299"C using SBCS (steam
bypass control system)

(3) If SBCS is not available then
maintain RCS average
temperature within the range of
290 ~299»C using AJSXs
(atmospheric dump valves)

2. If RCS average temperature is less
than 29CFC then perform folio wing:

(1) Maintain at least one SG level
within the range of 23.4 - 90%
(WR) using main feed water or
AFW control valves.

(2) If SG pressure is less than
75.3kgVcm2 then verify Xg^s.
(turbine bypass valve) and AJJVJJ
are closed.

(3) If SG pressure is less than
62.3kgVcm2 then verify MSIS
(main steam isolation signal) is
energized and consider ESDE
(excess steam sump event)

Figure 7. Two steps that have relatively high and low value on the SC scale

Results from the regression analysis using the data in Table 13 are shown in Fig. 8.

As shown in Fig. 8, NASA-TLX scores positively rise in proportion to a rise in SC

values (R = 0.827). In addition, from the ANOVA (analysis of variance) results, it can

be shown that the SC values have a significant effect for the NASA-TLX scores

(Fo.oiO, 23) = 42.88, p<10"4). Thus, based on this observation, it can be said that

results obtained from the SC measure reasonably accord with the subjective evaluation

results.
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Figure 8. Regression analysis using the data in Table 13

4.1.3 Comparison between SC scores and step performance

time data

As shown in Section 4.1.2, the SC scores reasonably agreed with the subjective

evaluation results. Therefore, it can be said that the SC measure can represent the

experts' opinions who have experienced similar tasks for a long time. However, it is

insufficient to ensure the appropriateness of the SC measure from this comparison

because the experts who participated in the NASA-TLX evaluation have different

background experience. That is, 20 subjects have experienced their tasks in the reference

plant A, while six subjects have experienced them in the reference plant B. Thus,

because of various performance influencing factors such as different components, EOPs

and MCR layout, it is possible that the experts' evaluation results may have bias or

discrepancy.

To compensate for this problem and to clarify the appropriateness of the SC

measure, SC scores and step performance time data obtained from the reference plant B

are compared. These data were obtained in the following way.
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Operating crews who worked in the reference plant B have to be regularly trained in

order to cope with various situations including emergencies. In this training, a full scope

simulator located at the training center in the reference plant B has been used, and

video-recording equipment is installed in the training center. Thus, during training, the

operators' behaviour can be recorded on videotapes. Using these videotapes, protocol

analyses were performed to obtain step performance time data. Step performance time

means total elapsed time to perform a step, and it was measured on the basis of the

supervisors' activity who is the leader of a operating crew (typical crew organization is

well described in Ref. [21]). All supervisors have SRO license and have experienced

MCR operations for a long time.

Record collection period was from September 1999 to July 2000. During this period,

emergency training scenarios of the training center were the SGTR, the OTC, the ESDE

and the LOCA. Table 14 shows record collection period and the number of available

records for each emergency training scenario.

Table 14. Record collection period and the number of records for each emergency

training scenario

Training scenario
SGTR
OTC
ESDE
LOCA

Collection period

September 1999 ~ December 1999

January 2000 ~ July 2000

The number of records
5
5
18
18

Using these records, averaged step performance time data for 52 steps included in

the SGTR, the OTC, the ESDE, the LOCA and the SPTA (standard post trip actions)

procedure were retrieved. Table 15 shows averaged step performance time data and SC

scores for these 52 steps.

Here, to explain how average step performance time data for the SPTA procedure

can be obtained, the overall structure of EOPs as shown in Fig. 1 may be needed. As

explained in Section 2.1, EOPs consist of ORPs and FRPs. Under this structure, the

operators perform the STPA procedure when the reactor is tripped because the primary
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purpose of the SPTA procedure performance is to ensure the satisfaction of critical

safety functions (CSFs). If all CSFs are satisfied then the operators perform a diagnosis

procedure to identify what accident occurred. After diagnosis, the operators select an

appropriate procedure using diagnosed result and perform it. This means that the SPTA

procedure should be carried out before entering selected procedure such as the ESDE or

the LOCA procedure. Because each emergency training is started from a normal

operating condition (i.e., before reactor trip occurred), the operators behavior carrying

out the SPTA procedure can be also recorded. Thus, step performance time data for

steps included in the SPTA procedure can be obtained.

Table 15. Averaged step performance time data and SC scores

Step"
4

5

6

8

9

12

SGTR
Time"

14.4

29.4

43.0

42.2

94.0

78.0

SC
1.5214

1.8175

1.6150

1.6834

2.2500

2.2303

OTC
Step

2

4

8

9

10

13

14

Time

31.0

37.4

11.0

13.8

53.0

89.6

54.4

SC
1.6548

1.6868

1.5214

1.0300

1.6432

1.9928

1.8175

Step

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

15

17

20

24

27

ESDE
Time

10.0

40.4

3.4

24.0

63.4

61.1

60.5

35.6

13.4

45.3

27.6

11.4

38.3

23.3

18.3

SC
1.5214

1.8175

1.03

1.615

2.0814

1.8045

2.1838

1.7222

1.4699

1.671

1.6834

1.1233

1.9928

1.7924

1.5071

LOCA
Step

4

5

6

8

12

14

15

16

23

26

27

28&CA

34

Time

12

24.2

38.4

55.3

40.6

9.0

20.0

8.0

37.8

6.8

18.3

121.7

21.4

SC
1.5214

1.8175

1.615

1.8791

1.9928

1.03

1.6522

1.1233

1.6834

1.03

1.4577

2.9259

1.3146

Step

1

2

3

3&CA"

4

4&CA

5

6

6&CA

8

8&CA

SPTA
Time
13.3

20.2

18.4

42.7

10.6

62.6

22.1

32.6

75.9

16.6

59.3

SC
1.4061

1.7528

1.4592

2.0948

1.317

2.4468

1.3592

1.7221

2.3909

1.0601

2.2536

1) "Step" means the number of each step.
2) The unit of time is second.
3) The meaning, of "CA" will be explained in Section 4.2.2

The results of the regression analysis using the data in Table 15 are shown in Fig.

9. As shown in Fig. 9, averaged step performance time data are strongly proportional to

SC scores (R = 0.865). In addition, from the ANOVA results, it can be shown that SC

scores and averaged step performance time data have a statistically meaningful

correlation (F(l, 50) = 148.817 > Fo.os(l, 50) = 4.034 and p<10"4).
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Figure 9. Regression analysis using the data in Table 15

In addition to this comparison, SC scores and averaged step performance time data

for each procedure are compared and analyzed. Fig. 10-(a), 10-(b) and 10-(c) show

comparison results for the SPTA, the ESDE and the LOCA procedure, respectively.

Here, comparisons for the SGTR and the OTC procedure are not considered because the

number of available records that were used to retrieve averaged step performance time

data is relatively small than that of the SPTA, the ESDE and the LOCA procedure.

As shown from Fig. 10-(a) to Fig. 10-(c), estimated SC scores and averaged step

performance time data for each procedure have clear linearity (R = 0.930 for the SPTA,

R = 0.845 for the ESDE and R = 0.929 for the LOCA procedure). In addition, from

the ANOVA results, it is clear that estimated SC scores for each procedure have a

significant effect on averaged step performance time data. Based on these results, it can

be said that the SC measure is appropriate for quantifying the complexity of a step.
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Figure 10. Comparison results for the SPTA, the ESDE and the LOCA procedure
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4.2 Qualitative validations

According to the results of quantitative validations, the SC measure properly

quantifies the complexity of a step included in EOPs because not only subjective

evaluation results obtained from the NASA-TLX technique are reasonably agreed with

SC scores but also there is a statistically meaningful correlation between estimated SC

scores and averaged step performance time data. However, to clarify the appropriateness

of the SC measure more definitely, several questions related to the physical meanings of

the SC measure have to be clearly stated. Although many questions may take place,

several important questions can be itemized as follows.

o Why the step complexity is selected to quantify the complexify of EOPs?

o Does the SC measure correctly reflect design factors of a step that make the

performance of EOPs complicated?

o Has the SC measure a procedure independent property?

In this section, we will investigate the appropriateness of the SC measure through

detailed reviews about these questions.

4.2.1 Why the step complexity is selected to quantify the

complexity of EOPs?

It is well known that there are a lot of causes that can affect the operators

performance during emergency operations. Typical causes are: 1) the nature of emergent

events (i.e., DBAs vs. multiple events), 2) knowledge/experience level of the operators,

3) the design of human-machine interfaces (HMIs) that are used to perform emergency

operations, 4) the complexity of EOPs, and so on. Among them, the complexity of

EOPs can be regarded as the most salient cause because most of the operations tasks

can be accomplished by carrying out prescribed steps included in EOPs systematically.
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Thus, to measure the complexity of EOPs, a basic unit that is used to quantify the

complexity of EOPs should be determined.

Here, to explain the reason why the step complexity is selected to quantify the

complexity of EOPs, understanding the relationship between the operators tasks and

steps in EOPs is needed. Already described in Section 2.2, the operators tasks that have

to be achieved to cope with emergencies that can be defined from various analysis

results such as trend analyses of major plant parameters. Based on this structure,

operators' tasks can be regarded as a set of steps, and this relationship is already

depicted in Fig. 2.

As shown in Fig. 2, the LOCA procedure of the reference plant B consists of many

steps that include detailed operators' actions to be done, and these steps can be grouped

into several task blocks to realize operators' tasks such as "maximizing safety injection

flow into RCS" in order to compensate for "losing RCS coolant inventory."

Under this structure, each task block or each step may become a basic unit that can

be used to quantify the complexity of the LOCA procedure. However, the task block

seems to be inappropriate for this purpose, because of two reasons. The first reason is

that each task block will be subdivided into several steps. In other words, since each

task block is conceptual unit that is distinguished by the tasks included in the LOCA

strategy chart, they cannot be regarded as a basic unit to quantify the complexity of

EOPs.

The second reason is that if a task block is selected as a basic unit then

comparisons among procedures for various accidents (such as the ESDE and the SGTR

procedure) may be impossible, because unique recovery strategies (or unique task

blocks) will be considered to develop these procedures. Thus, it is reasonable to say

that the complexity of EOPs can be quantified in a step level.

Because of these two reasons, the complexity of a step is selected to quantify the

complexity of EOPs, and the SC (step complexity) measure was suggested to quantify

the complexity of a step.
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4.2.2 Does the SC measure correctly reflect design factors of

a step that make the performance of EOPs complicated?

If we adopt a step as a basic unit to quantify the complexity of EOPs, then the

next question may be "does the SC measure correctly reflect design factors of a step

that make the performance of EOPs complicated?" In other words, as mentioned in

Section 4.2.1, if the complexity of EOPs can be measured in a step level then it is

needed to answer the question such as "what make the performance of a step

complicated?"

To identify these factors, the feature such that most steps included in EOPs are

prepared based on various analysis results (such as trend analysis results) to maintain or

restore important plant parameters within acceptable limits should be understood. In

addition, it is emphasized that trends of these major parameters can be varied not only

by the nature of accidents (such as "what accident occurred?") but also by the

operators' performance (such as "did they perform previous tasks/steps correctly and

effectively?").

For example, LOCA events can be roughly subdivided into two kinds according to

the break location, or subdivided into three kinds according to the break size. Table 16

shows trends of major parameters originated from the nature of the LOCA.

Table 16. Major parameters trends according to the nature of the LOCA

Trends of major parameters

Decreasing of pressurizer pressure

Decreasing pressurizer level
(losing RCS coolant inventory)

Decreasing subcooling margin

Increasing CTMT pressure

Increasing CTMT temperature

Increasing radioactivity in CTMT

Break location

Inside CTMT

Yes

Outside CTMT

Yes

No

Break size

Small Medium Large

"Yes" for all parameters
(but decreasing rates of

these trends are different)

"Yes" for inside CTMT and
"No" for outside CTMT
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Thus, it is required that a LOCA procedure should be developed so that the

operators can apply it without concerning the nature of the LOCA. To fulfill this

requirement, two kinds of steps have been provided in a LOCA procedure. The first

one is the provision of steps that can be applied without concerning the nature of the

LOCA (such as steps to cope with decreasing of pressurizer pressure or decreasing

pressurizer level), and the second one is the provision of steps that are emphasized for

specified initiating conditions (such as steps related to increasing CTMT pressure when

the break occurred inside CTMT). However, although the provision of these steps is

evidently useful from the coverage enhancement viewpoint (i.e., "how many LOCA

events that have different initiating conditions can be covered by a given LOCA

procedure?"), they also make the performance of EOPs complicated because of two

reasons.

The first reason is that a huge amount of information, a complicated logic structure

and a lot of operators' actions will be inevitable to describe some steps, because they

can be applied without concerning the nature of the LOCA. This means that the SC

measure have to explicitly include these features. Fortunately, since research results and

field studies for operating procedures have revealed that three factors such as 1) the

amount of information included in a step, 2) the logical complexity that originated from

the logical sequence to perform actions included in a step and 3) the amount of

operators actions included in a step were considered major factors that makes EOPs

complicated, it can be said that the SC measure correctly reflects design factors that

make the performance of EOPs complicated.

The second reason is that the operators have to perform a step whenever the trends

of major symptoms deviated from an acceptable range, because most steps are prepared

based on the trends of them. In other words, regardless of whether the nature of the

LOCA is very complicated or the operators did not perform several steps correctly and

effectively, if there is a parameter of which value deviated from an acceptable range

then they perform prescribed steps to restore it. This means that another aspect such as

"did the operators perform previous tasks/steps correctly and effectively?" should be

taken into consideration in quantifying the step complexity. For example, let us consider
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Fig. 11 that shows "step 28" included in the LOCA procedure of the reference plant B.

Instructions
28. IF ALL of the following conditions are

satisfied:

o Verify that ALL of the following

natural circulation conditions exist:

- [RCS TH* - RCS Tc] < 31.5°C
- RCS TH and RCS Tc is constant

or lowering

- RCS subcooling margin >15°C

- [CET** - RCS TH] <5.5°C

o RCS depressurization is possible.

THEN proceed on cooldown and

depressurization of the RCS.

28.
Contingency Actions

IF the RCS fails to depressurize, THEN
perform ALL of the following to

eliminate voiding:
O Switch the control of PLCS (pressurizer

level control system) to MANUAL
position.

o Close letdown isolation valves.

oStop depressurization of the RCS.

o Verify ALL operable fan coolers are

operating.

o Perform ANY of the following to

eliminate the void:
•

•

•

(*) RCS TH and Tc mean the hot-leg and the cold-leg temperature of the RCS, respectively.

(* *) CET is short for core exit temperature.

Figure 11. Step descriptions for step 28 included in the LOCA procedure

As can be seen in Fig. 11, the primary purpose of this step is the determination of

whether a void exists in the RCS or not. To depressurize the RCS successfully,

effective heat removal process such as the natural circulation is indispensable [17].

However, if there is a void in the RCS then this natural circulation cannot be

adequately sustained. This means the effectiveness of the RCS depressurization may

decrease. So, the operators' actions described in "step 28" is classified into two groups

such as normal instructions shown in the left column and contingency actions that

should be followed only if normal instructions are not met. Operators' actions included

in the normal instruction group are quite simple because the operators just verify several

symptoms such as RCS temperatures or subcooling margin to decide whether the natural

circulation is successfully sustained or not. Unfortunately, if these symptoms are not

satisfied (i.e. if the natural circulation failed), then the operators have to additionally

perform very complicated and difficult contingency actions to eliminate a void, as
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shown in the right column of "step 28."

Here, it is noted that the occurrence of voiding phenomenon is closely related to the

previous operations performed by the operators. When a LOCA occurred, the operators

will start performing steps in the LOCA procedure, and they will move to the next step

in predetermined sequence. This means that in total, 27 steps are already carried out

when the operators enter "step 28." Under this situation, two contrast cases can be

taken into consideration. First, it can be assumed that the operators understood the

content of previous steps so clearly that they performed these steps very effectively and

accurately. In this case, it can be thought that voiding phenomenon did not occur

because important parameters (such as pressurizer pressure) may be successfully restored

and maintained within acceptable limits. Thus, because the natural circulation process is

secured, "step 28" can be easily performed. In contrast, if these parameters are not

properly restored and maintained within acceptable limits, then RCS voiding may be

unavoidable.

In addition, it is expected that the complexity of "step 28" become quite different

according to whether the operators just perform normal instructions or not. This means

that the SC measure should reflect the change of the step complexity originated from

two cases such as: 1) the operators perform normal instructions and 2) the operators

perform both normal instructions and contingency actions.

Therefore, SC scores for all steps were quantified through two different ways.

Firstly, the SC score is quantified by three design factors that originated from the

operators actions included in the normal instructions. And secondly, three design factors

that originated from not only normal instructions but also contingency actions were

considered to quantify the SC score (actually, the term "CA" shown in Table 15 means

that the SC score is quantified by the later way). And averaged step performance time

data were collected based on the above classifications (i.e., elapsed time to perform

normal instructions and elapsed time to perform both normal instructions and

contingency actions).

As shown in Fig. 9, because averaged step performance time data and SC scores

show strong proportionality and statistically meaningful correlation, it can be said that



the SC measure appropriately reflect design factors of a step that make the performance

of EOPs complicated.

4.2.3 Has the SC measure a procedure independent property?

If the SC measure properly reflect design factors of a step then "has the SC

measure a procedure independent property?" may be a final question to validate the

appropriateness of the SC measure.

As mentioned in Section 1, the main purpose of the SC measure development is the

provision of objective and quantitative measure that can quantify the complexity of

EOPs. To achieve this purpose, the SC measure should have procedure independent

property. For example, let us assume that there is an arbitrary step A that is commonly

included in several procedures such as the LOCA and the SGTR. In this case, it is

expected that averaged step performance time data for step A are similar regardless of

procedures because estimated SC score for step A is identical. In addition, if the SC

measure has a procedure independent property then the complexity among EOPs can be

easily compared because the SC measure can be used as a yardstick to compare the

complexity among them.

To decide whether the SC measure has a procedure independent property or not, let

us assume a situation such that there is a thermometer and two rooms of which the

temperatures are identical. If we want to verify whether this thermometer is working

correctly or not, then one of the most effective ways is measuring the temperature of

these rooms and comparing the temperature of each room with the actual temperature

we already know. If temperatures that are measured in these rooms are similar then we

can ensure that this thermometer is working correctly.

Similarly, this metaphor may be adopted to validate a procedure independent property

of the SC measure. That is, if averaged step performance time data of steps included in

different procedures that have similar SC scores are similar then it is possible to say

that the SC measure have a procedure independent property. In order to perform these

comparisons, relative percentage errors among averaged step performance time data for
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three different procedures (the LOCA, the ESDE and the SPTA) are estimated using

regression analysis results as shown from Fig. 10-(a) to Fig. 10-(c), and Fig. 8 shows

these results.
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Figure 12. Relative percentage errors for the SC measure

As shown in Fig. 12, relative percentage errors between the SPTA and the LOCA

procedure are somewhat large (about 24%). However, the others such as percent errors

between the SPTA and the LOCA procedure and between the SPTA and the ESDE

procedure are 12% and 16%, respectively. From these results, although these relative

percentage errors are not negligible, it seems to have a tendency such that averaged

step performance time data of different steps that have similar SC values are almost

identical.
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5. Discussions and Conclusions

As mentioned in Section 1, the purpose of EOPs is enhancement of the safety of

NPPs through a reduction of the operators' workload during emergencies. However, the

operators workload still seems high, and one of these reasons is due to EOPs'

drawbacks. Thus, two questions could arise during the development of EOPs. The first

one is the quality of EOPs (i.e., are all the required steps to cope with the process

disturbances properly included in the EOPs?). For example, if some important steps

included in a LOCA procedure are ambiguously described or excluded, then the safety

of NPPs cannot be guaranteed, even if the operators performed the remaining steps

without any kinds of errors and/or mistakes. Actually, operation experience for several

plants revealed that EOPs are not free from these kinds of faults [69, 70].

The second question is the complexity of a step that should be performed by the

operators. In other words, the safety of NPPs could be jeopardized, even if all the

required steps are properly included in EOPs, because operators' error will be

proportional to the complexity of steps to be carried out. Therefore, the effort to

maintain the complexity of a step within an acceptable range is indispensible during the

development/improvement of EOPs.

Among the above questions, the effort that is related to the first one are relatively

well organized, because a lot of guidelines or checklists have been already provided in

order to minimize these problems. In contrast, the effort for the second question are

relatively scant. Thus, the purpose of this study is the development of a method that

can quantify the complexity of a step included in EOPs. In this regard, the step

complexity measure (SC) is developed based on three sub-measures such as the SIC

(step information complexity), the SLC (step logic complexity) and the SSC (step size

complexity). To verify the SC measure, not only quantitative validations (such as

comparing SC scores with subjective evaluation results and with averaged step

performance time) but also qualitative validations to clarify physical meanings of the SC

measure are performed.
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Unfortunately, it is noted that there are two limitations in quantitative validations.

The first limitation results from the comparison between the NASA-TLX and SC scores,

because the NASA-TLX evaluates the subjects' workload through the combination of the

demands and the interactions imposed on the subjects with a given task [66]. In other

words, since steps described in EOPs just provide the operators with what to be done,

the SC measure can only quantify the complexity of a step itself (i.e., the demands

imposed on the operators). In contrast, the subjective workload will increase not only

due to the step complexity, but also due to the complexity of interactions between

operators and indicators/controllers that are needed to perform actions described in a

step. For example, let us assume a simple step, such as a step describing valve

alignments. In this case, descriptions for operators' actions are very easy and clear, such

as "Close/Open X-l valve," "Close/Open X-2 valve," "Close/Open X-3 valve," and so

on. Thus, the operators just close or open required valves using the valve control

switches. However, if the valve control switches are scattered all over the MCR,

subjective workload scores will then become high because the operators feel that this

step is difficult to carry out. From this point of view, discrepancies between the

NASA-TLX and the SC scores shown in Fig. 8 can be explained.

The second limitation is related to the fidelity of emergency training. For example,

let us consider "step 9.0" and "step 10.0" shown in Table 9. In these steps, there is

common information (or redundant information) - the RCS pressure. In this case, if the

operators are under "real" situations then they will perform each step prudently.

However, during protocol analyses of emergency training records, it was observed that

many operators frequently skip checking redundant information that is already checked.

In fact, these behaviors are already reported by the operating experience review. That is,

if the operators want to find out the objectives of the control phase they are in then

they follow procedures systematically. In contrast, if they already have some knowledge

for on going events then they do not perform the procedures as written [71].

Accordingly, it is expected that step performance time data obtained from protocol

analyses of emergency training records may be different from "real" step performance

time data. This means that, even if SC scores and averaged step performance time data
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have a statistically meaningful correlation, it is still uncertain that the SC measure can

be also valid in "real" situation.

Whether "real" situations or not, however, it is also expected that averaged step

performance time data will increase along with the increase of SC scores. Therefore,

results from these validations can be listed as follows.

1) Estimated SC scores and averaged step performance time data for steps included

in EOPs have a statistically meaningful correlation.

2) The SC measure can reflect proper complexity factors that makes the performance

of EOPs complicated.

3) There is a tendency of "if estimated SC scores for several steps have similar

values then averaged step performance time for them are also similar."

Although additional validation activities are needed for clarifying the last result

because relative percentage errors are not negligible, simple and clear conclusion such as

"the SC measure is an appropriate measure to quantify the complexity of steps included

in EOPs" can be drawn without a logical jump.

However, one important problem still remains - determination of weighting factors.

To quantify SC scores, three weighting factors such as a, 0 and y are needed. In the

beginning, because any insight about them is not known, results obtained by experts

judgement (i.e., a = 0.38, ft = 0.32 and / = 0.3) are used to quantify SC scores.

Although quantified SC scores using these weighting factors give a good correlation

about averaged step performance time data, these weighting factors are still ambiguous

whether they are correct or not. Therefore, to clarify this ambiguity, additional

researches to decide proper weighting factors should be performed based on field data

such as averaged step performance time data.

For this purpose, we have already collected additional emergency training records

from the reference plant B. Record collection period is from August 2000 to December

2000. The total number of collected records is 36, and emergency training scenarios are

the SGTR and the LOAF (loss of all feed water). Among them, the number of records
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related to the SGTR and the LOAF is 18, respectively. After protocol analyses for these

records are finished, detailed analysis to determine the applicability of old weighting

factors will be performed. In addition, additional validation will be also performed to

ensure the tendency of "if estimated SC scores have similar values then averaged step

performance time data for them are also similar."
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